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Using the C++ Standard Template LibrariesApress, 2015

	Using the C++ Standard Template Libraries is a contemporary treatment that teaches the generic programming capabilities that the C++ 14 Standard Library provides. In this book, author Ivor Horton explains what the class and function templates available with C++ 14 do, and how to use them in a practical context.


	You'll...
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File Interchange Handbook: For professional images, audio and metadataFocal Press, 2004

	The authoritative work on file formats for global film and television!

	

	The FILE INTERCHANGE HANDBOOK is a must-have reference for every film and video professional moving to computer based production and distribution. It is the only book that gives a complete scrutiny and breakdown of all file formats for...
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Programming Cameras and Pan-Tilts: with DirectX and JavaMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
The rapid rise of PC-based cameras has lead to the enormous growth of software applications that use real-time video programming. These applications include video conferencing, computer games, scientific research, automated security and surveillance, industrial inspection, and Web cameras. Previously, developers had to search through manufacturer...
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Fast ASP.NET WebsitesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Fast ASP.NET Websites delivers just what it promises—practical, hands-on guidance to create faster, more efficient ASP.NET sites and applications. This book offers step-by-step .NET-specific examples showing you how to apply classic page optimization tips, ASP.NET-specific techniques, and ways...
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Hands-On Design Patterns with C# and .NET Core: Write clean and maintainable code by using reusable solutions to common software design problemsPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Apply design patterns to solve problems in software architecture and programming using C# 7.x and .NET Core 2

	
		Key Features

		
			Enhance your programming skills by implementing efficient design patterns for C# and .NET
	
			Explore design patterns for functional and reactive...
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Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices (Philips Research Book Series)Springer, 2005
Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices addresses a subject that is becoming more important over the years. On the one hand the arrival of home networks is imminent, and on the other hand we notice that chips integrate more and more functionality. The home network interconnects the Consumer...
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Pocket Data Mining: Big Data on Small Devices (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2013

	Owing to continuous advances in the computational power of handheld devices like smartphones and tablet computers, it has become possible to perform Big Data operations including modern data mining processes onboard these small devices. A decade of research has proved the feasibility of what has been termed as Mobile Data...
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Inorganic Membranes for Energy and Environmental ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
Research interest in inorganic membrane materials and processes has significantly increased in recent years due to novel, potentially low-cost energy and fuel production applications. This book documents the recent progress in membrane science, especially in advanced materials and novel reaction and separation concepts. The book classifies...
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Redmine Plugin Extension and DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you'd like to customize Redmine to meet your own precise project management needs, this is the ideal guide to understanding and realizing the full potential of plugins. Full of real-world examples and clear instructions.


	Overview

	
		Gain access to powerful and useful features by hooking into...
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PrestaShop 1.3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	PrestaShop is a hidden gem. There are many much more widely known online shopping cart solutions that have nothing like the features, potential, and ease of use that this open source, completely free-to-use, system has. But until now there has been no information available on how to make the most of it. This book takes a step-by-step approach...
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Common Lisp Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2015

	Find solutions to problems and answers to questions you are likely to encounter when writing real-world applications in Common Lisp. This book covers areas as diverse as web programming, databases, graphical user interfaces, integration with other programming languages, multi-threading, and mobile devices as well as debugging techniques and...
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Streaming Audio: The FezGuys' GuideNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Streaming Audio: The FezGuys' Guide will  introduce you to streaming audio and teach you how to work with the most popular  formats, including RealMedia, Windows Media, QuickTime, and MP3. It begins by  giving the reader a comprehensive overview of the most up-to-date streaming  technologies available and the...
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